226th AAA Bn.'s Lights Illuminate Hostile Planes

Spotlight Department

Bridge Dedicated To Yank Killed While Protecting Site

WITH THE 430TH AAA (AW) BN., GERMANY — Over a German river today stands a bridge dedicated to the memory of an American private who was killed during its construction.

Pvt. Trevor Jones, formerly of Howell, Mich., was a member of a Field 50mm. automatic gun crew which was protecting bridge construction in this area. When the bonds were laid in concrete, he was killed.

Leaflets, Radio Talk: 12 Germans Give Up

WITH AN ARMOURED DIVISION, GERMANY — Nearing Aachen on the road to Berlin, a road-blocked by a dozen Panzer divisions hidden in the woods.

The 224th Bridge Battalion was ordered to build the first bridge to the city. Nine rounds were fired at the trees. They continued besieging.

A double-speaker tank began to broadcast sweetly to the soldiers, telling them to surrender or feel the might of American artillery. Meanwhile real tanks kept up the attack.

The 403rd AAA (AW) Bn., (Con't on next page)

Celebrates Gold Bars; Three Tanks, One Gun

WITH THE 643RD TANK DESTROYER BN., GERMANY — Celebrating the anniversary of his receiving a battlefield commission a month ago, Lt. Wendell H. Simmons of Co. "C" led his platoon of four M-18 tank destroyers in the destruction of a number of enemy vehicles, on April 21st.

The score stands at three Mark IV tanks and one enemy SP gun, said Lt. Simmons. "Give the boys credit. They fire the guns."
2nd Sig. "A" Leads Amerc Loop
As 62nd Topo Holds Nat Edge 21

2nd Signal "A" Co., 1944 champions of the XIX Corps Special Service Section, swept into the lead of the tight race for this year's title by taking two games, while 12th AAA Group Hq. was defeated by the Army 12th Signal Co., 12th Army Group Special Service Section. The Army "A" Co. defeated the 62nd Signal "A" Co., 62nd Signal Service Co., to claim their fourth place in the standings.

The 12th Signal "A" Co. was forced into two extra innings to beat the top-notch 62nd Signal Service Co., to earn their second straight victory.

The Chemical Corps edged out the 62nd Signal "C" Co., 62nd Signal Service Co., for third place in the standings.

A. Woodson. center fielder for the 62nd Signal "A" Co., 62nd Signal Service Co., was named the Most Valuable Player of the tournament.

The 12th Signal "A" Co. defeated the 62nd Signal "B" Co., 62nd Signal Service Co., to take the lead in the final game of the tournament.


The 12th Signal "A" Co. faced two extra innings to beat the 62nd Signal "C" Co., 62nd Signal Service Co., to earn their second straight victory.

The Chemical Corps edged out the 62nd Signal "C" Co., 62nd Signal Service Co., for third place in the standings.

A. Woodson. center fielder for the 62nd Signal "A" Co., 62nd Signal Service Co., was named the Most Valuable Player of the tournament.

The 12th Signal "A" Co. defeated the 62nd Signal "B" Co., 62nd Signal Service Co., to take the lead in the final game of the tournament.


The 12th Signal "A" Co. faced two extra innings to beat the 62nd Signal "C" Co., 62nd Signal Service Co., to earn their second straight victory.

The Chemical Corps edged out the 62nd Signal "C" Co., 62nd Signal Service Co., for third place in the standings.

A. Woodson. center fielder for the 62nd Signal "A" Co., 62nd Signal Service Co., was named the Most Valuable Player of the tournament.

The 12th Signal "A" Co. defeated the 62nd Signal "B" Co., 62nd Signal Service Co., to take the lead in the final game of the tournament.